National Dance Institute of New Mexico is founded with the knowledge that the arts have a unique power to engage and motivate children. The purpose of our distinctive programs is to help children develop discipline, a standard of excellence and a belief in themselves that will carry over into all aspects of their lives.
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Congratulations to NDI-New Mexico on their New Home which is “Coming Soon” to the Hiland Theater in Albuquerque.

Klinger Constructors is a Proud Sponsor of NDI-NM’s Wonderful Events.

www.klingerllc.com
The universal language of dance

The art of dance has been around for centuries. It speaks to us without words, making a connection with our emotions.

National Dance Institute, you’ve made an inspirational statement with this performance.
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Dear NDI New Mexico Friends and Family,

Welcome to our performances! These celebratory events are driven by our mission, brought to life by our staff, board, volunteers and funders, and made possible through the hard work and tenacity of thousands of children. Each year, across New Mexico, dance is the medium that inspires children to improve their health and nutrition and strive for the core four: work hard, do your best, never give up, and be fit! This year, NDI New Mexico is proudly serving 6,200 children, 600 teachers and 65,000 audience members around the state with life-changing programs.

For the past three years, NDI New Mexico has put a great deal of focus on expanding our Albuquerque programs. We are thrilled to announce that our dreams are coming true! This time next year, at The Hiland Theater, NDI New Mexico’s newly-renovated home, hundreds of children and families will be gathering for their end-of-year performances. Starting in September 2011, children ages 3-18 will have the opportunity to participate in after-school and weekend classes that are designed to increase physical fitness, build self-esteem, and support success in school. Over time, NDI New Mexico will triple the number of children served through our Albuquerque programs at The Hiland Theater.

Last year we told you about a challenge grant by the Mabee Foundation for $1.3 million. With the help of an incredible group of donors and friends, we have successfully met the challenge! Moreover, NDI New Mexico is the recipient of a prestigious grant from the U.S. Economic Development Administration. With this news, we are proud to announce that the leadership phase of fundraising is a success! Thank you to all our bighearted leadership donors for your commitment and generosity! Construction has begun on the first phase of the project, and we are now embarking on a public campaign to build support for our programs, complete the second phase of building renovation, and ensure the future of NDI both in Albuquerque and around the state. We hope you will join us in making a profound difference in the community and in children’s lives.

Enjoy today’s performance – we hope that you will be inspired by the smiles, energy, and sense of possibility brought forth from what you see on stage. Thank you for all that you do to support NDI New Mexico, our staff, and especially our children.

Yours in Teaching Excellence,

Chair, NDI New Mexico Board of Directors
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The CAMPAIGN for ALBUQUERQUE

Picture this – a landmark theater in a historic Albuquerque neighborhood waiting to be restored. Envision a place where children from different parts of the city, different schools and different ethnic backgrounds can participate in creative activities and be encouraged to succeed. Thousands of Albuquerque’s children shining brightly in the spotlight! Eduardo is one of these children.

An Albuquerque public school student and participant in NDI New Mexico’s programs for three years, Eduardo’s story is one of personal and academic success. He has been part of the in-school and after-school programs and is excited about taking more advanced classes. As his mother observes, “My son has developed self-confidence and an inner vision of who he is and who he can become. His reading has improved, and he has really blossomed in every way.”
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Now, more than ever, we need the SUPPORT of the entire community. Join in our efforts to positively IMPACT Albuquerque’s children and restore this treasured landmark.
Eduardo and his classmates will be among the first children to take after-school classes at The Hiland Theater, classes which are proven to enrich children’s lives by inspiring hard work, persistence, self-confidence and a commitment to personal success. By realizing the vision of restoring The Hiland Theater, NDI New Mexico gives children like Eduardo the opportunity to dream big and experience success!

As Eduardo waits anxiously backstage for one last performance at the National Hispanic Cultural Center (NHCC), construction continues on the interior and exterior of The Hiland. More than 3,000 children have performed at End-of-Year events at the NHCC over the last 7 years, a total which will be tripled when The Hiland opens in 2011. Summer programming will begin in July 2011 with after-school performing arts classes scheduled to begin in the fall.

More than 3,000 children will benefit from our award-winning classes, workshops and performance opportunities by the 2013-2014 school year. Eduardo will be one of the first to perform in the new theater!

To date, the Campaign for Albuquerque has raised more than $10 million in funds necessary to complete renovations to dance studios, offices and performance space. Sparked by a federal grant from the U.S. Economic Development Administration and generous challenge grants from the J.E. and L.E. Mabee Foundation and the Frank D. Gorham and Marie K. Gorham Charitable Foundation, NDI New Mexico is poised to begin fundraising for the final phase of the Campaign. We invite you to join us in our efforts to positively impact Albuquerque’s children and restore this treasured landmark.

To volunteer, donate, or find out more, please contact Gretchen Kok, Albuquerque Managing Director at 505-872-1800 x1104 or Gretchen@ndi-nm.org
NDI New Mexico comes to Albuquerque - welcome Eubank Elementary

NDI New Mexico Tap Dance Jam makes its debut

NDI New Mexico comes to Navajo Elementary

NDI New Mexico reaches five schools, establishes a local office and launches the ABQ SWAT team

Arts Alliance awards NDI New Mexico the Bravos Award for Excellence in Arts Education; ABQ hosts its first Gala “Puttin’ on the Ritz” in Zimmerman Library, UNM

ABQ reaches milestone of serving ten ABQ schools

Summer programs offered in Albuquerque for the first time

ABQ REACHES MILESTONE OF SERVING TEN ABQ SCHOOLS FOR THE FIRST TIME

ABQ TIMELINE


Lobby & Box Office

Homework Areas & Studios

Theater

Children’s Entrance
“NDI New Mexico has taught me that if I WORK HARD and never give up, I can do anything!”

Albuquerque Public Schools on waiting list
A. Montoya Elementary  Alvarado Elementary  Arroyo Del Oso Elementary  Barcelona Elementary  Carlos Rey Elementary  Cochiti Elementary  MacArthur Elementary  Edward Gonzales Elementary  Governor Bent Elementary  Hawthorne Elementary  Hodgin Elementary  Horizon Academy West  Kirtland Elementary  La Luz Elementary  Mark Twain Elementary  Monte Vista Elementary  The Montessori School  Alice King Community Charter School  Ralph J. Bunche Academy  Reginald Chavez Elementary  Sierra Vista Elementary  Susie R. Marmon Elementary  Whittier Elementary
NDI New Mexico is founded with the knowledge that the arts have a unique power to engage and motivate children. The purpose of our distinctive programs is to help children develop discipline, a standard of excellence, and a belief in themselves that will carry over into all aspects of their lives.

Our work is guided by our belief in children, as well as our commitment to social responsibility, excellence, sustainability and financial integrity.

NDI New Mexico’s kinesthetic teaching methodology was developed by former NYC Ballet dancer and MacArthur Fellow, Jacques d’Amboise, who founded NDI in New York City in 1976. In 1994, Catherine Oppenheimer, formerly of NYC Ballet and Twyla Tharp Dance Company, co-founded NDI New Mexico in Santa Fe. Over the last sixteen years, NDI New Mexico has grown from serving 100 children in one school to reaching more than 6,200 children each year through in-school, after-school, summer and advanced training classes in 37 communities across the state.
NDI New Mexico brings award-winning arts and healthy lifestyle programs to underserved children in urban, rural and Native American communities throughout New Mexico.

**Outreach Program**
Partnering with public schools, NDI New Mexico provides dance classes as part of each school’s curriculum for children ages five to 12. A certified NDI New Mexico instructor and pianist teach every class. At the conclusion of each program, students celebrate their success through public performances or assemblies.

**School for the Performing Arts**
We offer rigorous performing arts classes for all ages with sliding-scale tuition through the School for Performing Arts (SPA) at The Dance Barns in Santa Fe. For more information about classes and performances, call 505-795-7088 or visit www.ndi-nm.org/spa.

**HIP to Be Fit**
In 2004, NDI New Mexico received a three-year grant from the U.S. Department of Education to develop fitness and nutrition curricula for elementary school teachers and students, and to measure the program’s impact. Today, the HIP to Be Fit curriculum addresses nutrition and healthy living in a fun and accessible way so that children can learn to adapt new, healthy behaviors.

**Our Goals**
NDI New Mexico strives to reach children who need our programs the most regardless of language, culture or physical challenges. We teach that teamwork, tenacity, discipline and joyful effort can equal success—that hard work and an uncompromising standard of excellence result in a genuine sense of achievement and self-respect that can change the life of a child, any child.

---

**Spotlight on Teaching Excellence®**

Jackie Oliver has been dancing, performing and choreographing throughout Albuquerque and Santa Fe for over 25 years. She has served as a faculty member, director and dancer with esteemed groups such as Bill Evans Rhythm Tap Dance, New Mexico Ballet Company, Musical Theater Southwest, Civic Light Opera and many others. In 2000, Jackie first saw an NDI New Mexico performance - “100 Years of American Music and Dance” at UNM’s Rodey Theater. She began teaching with us the very next year. Over the last decade, Jackie has been instrumental in building our Albuquerque programs from 3 schools to currently serving 17 schools with 20 more on the waiting list. As Albuquerque Artist Director, Jackie leads a team of instructors in NDI New Mexico’s in-school, weekend, and summer programs, with special emphasis on launching an after-school program at The Hiland Theater this September. Jackie has watched the children she taught in her first apprenticeship at Navajo Elementary School grow into the first members of Albuquerque’s Company XCel. “It’s amazing to see the talent and enthusiasm these children display every week. They are eager to take classes at The Hiland, and I am so excited to be able to bring our programs to more and more children in Albuquerque.”

---

**Ford Flex donated by Don Chalmers Ford & Chalmers Capitol Ford Lincoln.**

Children who are motivated and capable of learning advanced choreography are invited to participate in after-school Advanced Training and summer programs.
SPOTLIGHT ON SUCCESS

Rand Porter-Park is full of confidence and determination. At age five she mastered the monkey bars and today, she dances proudly alongside her classmates at Montezuma Elementary in Albuquerque. Part one for Rand’s formula for success is her joyful, determined spirit. Part two is the combination of masterful supporters in her life who help her overcome the challenges of cerebral palsy.

Rand climbs higher and runs faster than many of her peers. Although she has some significant developmental delays and learning challenges, she is prepared to meet adversity head on. After her first NDI New Mexico class, Rand’s enthusiasm and resolve was apparent. She practiced her new steps not once, not twice, but for hours at a time. NDI New Mexico’s methodology, which includes call-and-response and repetition, contributes positively to her ability to take risks without fear of failure and improves her motor skills and capacity for academic learning.

Rand’s teachers and caregivers have noticed that she is motivated toward excellence in a way that is directly connected to her dancing experience. She understands that if she practices and works hard that she can learn just as any other student. She accepts the importance of a healthy lifestyle so her body will remain strong. NDI’s methodology and implementation have so impacted Rand’s view of herself and her internal world that she feels more like her typically-developing peers.

Today, with the shimmer of joy in her eyes, she sees herself as a dancer - strong, fit and competent. According to her parents, “NDI New Mexico has been her magic gift and has changed her life immeasurably. With her indomitable spirit and the inherent strengths of the program, we know that she will meet her goals.”

The Dance Barns

The Dance Barns in Santa Fe is NDI New Mexico’s home base for statewide programming. In addition to after-school, summer and advanced training programs, it provides a creative center for staff, dancers, families and community members. More than 600 children come each week for performing arts classes at The Dance Barns.

Coming Soon! Check our website, www.ndi-nm.org, for after-school and summer programming at The Hiland Theater in Albuquerque and sign up for our waiting list!
Teaching Excellence®
Teacher Training Workshop
September 5 - 16, 2011

This workshop, conducted at The Dance Barns in Santa Fe, provides an introduction to NDI New Mexico’s award-winning teaching methodology. For more information, call (505) 983-7646 x 109 or visit www.ndi-nm.org.

In 2010-2011, NDI-NM programs will reach 6,200 children, 600 public school teachers and 65,000 audience members statewide.

NDI New Mexico is Statewide!

TEACHING CHILDREN EXCELLENCE
About NDI New Mexico’s Evaluation

NDI New Mexico’s culture of assessment and evaluation ensures that programs and instructors have a positive impact on children. NDI New Mexico contracts with RMC Research Corporation to conduct rigorous independent evaluation of our programs. Using surveys and interviews, data collected over multiple years from students, classroom teachers and principals reveals NDI New Mexico’s significant impact.

In-School Program Success

Analysis of data from students participating in NDI New Mexico programs held during the school day revealed significantly higher positive health and behavioral impacts on NDI New Mexico students than comparison students in the areas of:

• Physical fitness
• Dance attitudes and skills
• Confidence
• Tenacity
• Excellence/doing one’s best
• Working hard
• Goal setting

Advanced Training Program Success

Advanced Training students’ ratings on all measures increased significantly over time. Significant gains include:

• Working hard
• Self-confidence
• Excellence
• Tenacity

• Goal setting
• Body confidence
• Social confidence

NDI New Mexico Advanced Training students also have higher math and reading scores than their peers.

Who NDI New Mexico Serves

Demographics of Statewide NDI New Mexico Students

- Hispanic - 63%
- Anglo - 20%
- Native American - 15%
- African American - 1%
- Asian American - 1%

NDI New Mexico Students Qualifying for the Federal Free or Reduced Cost School Meal Program

- Qualified for the Federal Free or Reduced Cost School Meal Program - 74%
- Did Not Qualify for the Federal Free or Reduced Cost School Meal Program - 26%
Community outreach is an important part of NDI New Mexico’s statewide programming. Building and strengthening relationships with individuals, businesses, foundations and government agencies provides support from diverse sources and targets communities who need our programs most.

Our commitment to children relies on the reciprocal efforts of the schools, districts, cities and counties we serve. In our Residencies, school districts provide transportation and rehearsal space. Local businesses donate housing to our instructors, and arts education organizations sponsor performances. In Artesia, the S.P. & Estelle Yates Foundation ensures that every fourth grader participates in our annual program!

In Albuquerque, Northern New Mexico and Santa Fe, our in-school programs are supported with critical funding from the state of New Mexico and local government agencies. Corporate and private foundations invest in our programs through generous grants and in-kind donations which help offset operating costs. Thanks to Don Chalmers Ford and Chalmers Capitol Ford Lincoln, our instructors travel safely more than 20,000 miles each year!

Educational partnerships are the cornerstone of our programming. Local schools, school districts, principals and teachers work together to coordinate classes, rehearsals and performances. In Santa Fe, The Dance Barns provides studio space for students at New Mexico School for the Arts and in Albuquerque, The Hiland Theater will extend collaborations with summer programs at The University of New Mexico and Golden Apple Foundation of New Mexico as well as a new partnership with Kids Cook! Statewide, The University of New Mexico, Northern New Mexico College, New Mexico Tech and Western New Mexico University have all supported programming with generous facility donations.

Through membership in non-profit and civic associations, faculty and staff have access to resources which help our programs grow and thrive. The Dance Barns in Santa Fe (and soon The Hiland in Albuquerque!) hosts diverse groups and events – from visiting performing arts companies to corporate meetings.
Santa Fe High School senior, Larry Burney, has been taking after-school classes at The Dance Barns in Santa Fe since it opened its doors in 2003. The athletic teen is one of fourteen members of Company XCell, NDI New Mexico’s most advanced group of dancers who have been enrolled in the School for the Performing Arts since they were young.

Most, like Larry, began in Level I classes designed to introduce students to dance through a sequential curriculum in ballet, jazz, tap, modern, hip hop, voice and acting. The introductory level of the program is designed to develop well-rounded young students by providing a foundation in dance or musical theatre. Some begin even younger by enrolling in Early Steps in Dance. Students who are motivated, like Larry, can continue through pre-professional classes which help prepare dancers to pursue the performing arts in college or as a career.

As a member of Company XCell, Larry takes classes five days a week, with added rehearsals for special performances like I Can Do That! in February 2011 and End-of-Year showcases. Company members begin as Apprentices, making commitments to rigorous class schedules and acting as role models for younger students. Some, like Larry, even have the opportunity to teach classes under the direction of experienced faculty.

As Larry prepares to graduate from high school this year, he credits NDI New Mexico with providing motivation for his future success.

“Dancing helps me express my emotions, and allows me to express myself as well. Dancing teaches a student how to move, feel the beat, and put the two together, but NDI teaches students so much more. The faculty and program at NDI teaches children state-wide how to strive to be all that they can be.”
be, and how to push, reach for, and obtain any goal that they have.”

Company XCel was created to provide young adult dancers with the opportunity to pursue advanced dance technique and perform on a regular basis. The challenging curriculum includes after-school classes in ballet, jazz, modern dance, tap, voice and theater with added rehearsals in preparation for performances. Company dancers are encouraged to pursue their interests at top-rated colleges and outstanding summer intensives and workshops across the country. Our knowledgeable staff provides individual and group counseling to select quality programs, complete the application process and prepare for auditions. Dancers receive individualized plans and personalized attention to strengthen their repertoire, improve their technique and reach their goals.

Company XCel dancers are invited to attend master classes with visiting artists throughout the year. In August 2010, New York City Ballet legend and NDI Founder Jacques d’Amboise created Puella Touches the Sun while working with Company XCel and returned in February 2011 to premier the piece as part of I Can Do That!

The production also featured the Junior Company, a group of younger dancers pursuing dance and musical theatre tracks on a path towards joining Company XCel. Junior Company dancers attend weekly after-school classes at The Dance Barns and are building the foundation of dance and performing arts technique. We look forward to watching these young students grow as performers over the next few years!

Nearly twenty dancers are Company XCel alumni and many are pursuing opportunities in the arts – at Pacific Northwest Ballet, North Carolina School for the Arts, University of California at Irvine and Point Park College, and more!

The NDI New Mexico School for the Performing Arts provides year-round programming that builds technical skills and personal character in children, values each student and every family, and is accessible to all children. Performance opportunities challenge students to achieve their highest level of ability. Classes are open to all children who desire to study the performing arts regardless of financial capabilities. A sliding-scale fee determines tuition and families can take advantage of alternative payment options.

For more information about any of our classes, please contact (505) 795-7088 or visit www.ndi-nm.org.

SPOTLIGHT ON GLENN GIRON

When Glenn Giron was a seventeen year-old dancer with NDI New Mexico’s Company XCel, he had already been performing for a decade and made an important decision which would help to ensure he’d be performing for decades to come. “After taking voice classes and performing in my first musical (NDI New Mexico’s Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat in 2008), I realized that musical theatre is the place where my dreams would be fulfilled.” From his first show as a fourth grader at Nava Elementary School in Santa Fe through advanced teams, summer intensives and coursework at Oklahoma City University, Glenn’s passion for theatre, combined with his dance and vocal talents, have enabled him to embark on a professional career in theatre. Now, at age 22, Glenn is living his dreams as “Patsy” in the touring company of Spamalot. “There is nothing else in the world that I’d rather do with the commitment, passion and skill that I bring to performing and working in the arts.

Glenn Giron is a professional singer, dancer, actor who has appeared in regional and national productions including Cats (Arizona Broadway Theater), Sugar (Westchester Broadway Theater), Swing!, The Who’s Tommy and Seven Brides for Seven Brothers (Lyric Theater of Oklahoma), Gotta Dance and The Nutcracker Rated R in New York City.
Celebration Team members are dancers who were invited to join the team after excelling through the Super Wonderful Advanced Team demonstrating excellence and model behavior.

Congratulations Statewide

CELEBRATION GRADUATES

ISABELLA AIDANA, Academy for Technology and the Classics, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico has taught me how to work hard and achieve my dreams! I have met so many great friends and I will never forget my time at NDI New Mexico.”

DUNE ALFORD, Academy for Technology and the Classics, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico taught me to constantly strive to be my best in every part of my life. I came to NDI New Mexico for the fun, but I will be leaving with a love that defines myself.”

DAJANAY AUSTIN, McKinley Middle School, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico is a place where I can get away and do what I love, dance! It inspires me to do my best, work hard, never give up and be who I want to be no matter what anybody says. I love NDI New Mexico and I will miss you all!”

HERON BALCAZAR, Taft Middle School, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico has given me so much, I have learned many things and experienced many things. NDI New Mexico has been a big part of my life.”

JOHN BIRD, Carlos F. Vigil Middle School, Española - “NDI New Mexico has taught me discipline and respect. Participating in NDI New Mexico made me more flexible and stronger. Now, I can stretch farther and have the discipline to do things.”

ALYSHIA BUSTOS, Capshaw Middle School, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico has been a big part of my life! It has taught me discipline and excellence. I will never forget my experience or the great friends I made.”

JESSIE DICKTER, Capshaw Middle School, Santa Fe - “I’m a dancer, a dancer dances. NDI New Mexico gave me someone to dance for.”

MILES DEVESTY, Capshaw Middle School, Santa Fe - “Not only did NDI New Mexico boost my strength, it boosted my self confidence. NDI New Mexico has put me on the path toward the study of music. Thanks, NDI New Mexico!”

ARIANA GIBLIN, St. Michael’s High School, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico taught me to work hard and never give up, not only in dance but in all aspects of my life.”

BROOKLYN GREEN, Taft Middle School, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico has impacted my life in many ways. It has motivated me to work hard, never give up and to do my best. It has definitely encouraged my success. Thank you!”

KIANNA GOMEZ, Capshaw Middle School, Santa Fe - “I had a great experience with NDI New Mexico. I have danced with them for six years and each year has been a blast. Thanks NDI New Mexico.”

GABE GONZALES, AIMS at UNM, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico allowed me to open and become me and has taught me the value of teamwork. It has taught me dance, given me many memories, new friends and something to look forward to every week, thank you!”

SERJIO GONZALES, Ortiz Middle School, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico has showed me how much fun it is to dance and I am glad I got a chance to be in it!”

NADINE GRANTHAM-PHILLIPS,Santa Fe High School, Santa Fe - “No word can describe the feelings the arts give us - luckily, dance is something that can.”

IVANNA HERNANDEZ, Academy for Technology and the Classics, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico has been a wonderful experience! I have learned so much discipline and grown to love dance even more!”

DEREK JANETSKY, Taft Middle School, Albuquerque - “Thank you NDI New Mexico!”

FIONA JENSEN-HITCH, Desert Academy, Santa Fe - “I remember when I was younger and I saw the Celebration Graduates on the stage. I thought, I want to be there someday. Thank you for inspiring me to dance!”
CELEBRATION GRADUATES

JORDAN MONTANO, Harrison Middle School, Albuquerque - “The greatest gift NDI New Mexico has given me is feeling confident in myself, especially in my dances. NDI New Mexico inspires me so much because I get to be myself and dance!”

RENEE MONTAYA, Public Academy for Performing Arts (PAPA), Albuquerque - “Thinking about graduating this year from NDI New Mexico makes me excited. I am a part of a great dance team and knowing that I am leaving next year makes me sad. There is always something to look forward to!”

TINA NGUYEN, Harrison Middle School, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico taught me how to dance, work hard and never give up. Thank you, NDI New Mexico!”

ELLIOTT NUNEZ, Monte del Sol Charter School, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico has helped me realize my dreams to become a dancer. They gave me an opportunity and I took it! Thank you!”

ULIANNE OLGUIN, Grant Middle School, Albuquerque - “The inspiration and commitment I learned from NDI New Mexico has made life a whole lot more fun! It has taught me to be myself, love my own style, and have fun doing it. Thank you for showing me how much dance means to me!”

DOMONEQUE QUINONES, Jackson Middle School, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico has inspired me to dance, build confidence, do my best in everything I do and never give up. Thank you so much!”

CAMILLE RAEI, Pojoaque Valley Middle School, Pojoaque - “NDI New Mexico means respect, determination, courage and pride. I am inspired to continue dancing and proving to myself that I can accomplish anything. Thank you, NDI New Mexico.”

JEREMY ROMERO, De Vargas Middle School, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico has given me many opportunities and has taught me how to be the best dancer I can be. And for that I say, thank you NDI New Mexico.”

ANDREW SANCHEZ, Harrison Middle School, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico has given me the chance to be myself in front of friends and wonderful teachers. It inspires me to teach others to dance.”

JEANELLE SANCHEZ, Harrison Middle School, Albuquerque - “Being in NDI New Mexico means I am able to be myself and have confidence in myself. I made many friends and I am going to miss everybody!”

JAZMYNE SAUCEDO, Truman Middle School, Albuquerque - “I will cherish the moments at NDI New Mexico forever! It has given me major confidence and that will never leave me, thank you!”

JAVIER SERNAS, Monte del Sol Charter School, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico is a great program and has taught me important values to use throughout my life. The Dance Barns is like a second home to me, thank you!”

ALBERTO SOA, Monte del Sol Charter School, Santa Fe - “NDI New Mexico has given me hope. It means a lot to me and is like my home. I just want to say thank you NDI New Mexico.”

CELINA ULIBARRI, Academy for Technology and the Classics, Santa Fe - “I have been at NDI New Mexico since the second grade. I just want to say thank you for making them the best years of my life!”

KENDRA TRUJILLO, Truman Middle School, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico has not only been a place to learn and grow, but it has taught me to care for my body, work well with others, follow instructions and has given me confidence.”

JAZMYNE SAUCEDO, Truman Middle School, Albuquerque - “I have been at NDI New Mexico since the second grade. I just want to say thank you for making them the best years of my life!”

WYATT VELARDE, Pojoaque Middle School, Pojoaque - “NDI New Mexico has made a difference in my life. Since I started NDI New Mexico, I have had the chance to meet new people and styles of dance.”

SARAH VIGIL, Carlos F. Vigil Middle School, Española - “Dancing means so much to me and NDI New Mexico has given me the chance to show the world what I am capable of. It has inspired me to keep dancing for the rest of my life.”

NATASA ZERA, Tony Hillerman Middle School, Albuquerque - “NDI New Mexico has been the greatest experience! It taught me it’s okay to be different. I’ve also made amazing friends here. I love NDI New Mexico!”
The World is your stage. Stay connected.

Watch thousands of On Demand choices with Digital TV.

Click for blazing-fast downloads with High-Speed Internet.

Chat as long as you want with unlimited nationwide calling.

Call 1.800.COMCAST
or visit www.comcast.com
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Santa Fe proudly salutes National Dance Institute of New Mexico in teaching children excellence
LANB is a proud supporter of the National Dance Institute of New Mexico.
SHAKE, RATTLE & ROLL TO BUMBLE BEE’S!

BUMBLE BEE’S BAJA GRILL
DOWNTOWN • 301 Jefferson • 820-2862
The ORIGINAL!
Humongous burritos, flavorful tacos,
garden fresh salads & more!
With the freshest of ingredients
— we’re fun, friendly,
fast-casual and BEE-licious!
Come TASTE what the BUZZ is about!

BUMBLE BEE’S BURGERS
SOUTHSIDE • 3777 Cerrillos • 988-3278
Santa Fe’s NEWEST All-American Burger Joint!
Freshly-made, 100% fresh certified angus
beef burgers, hot dogs, fries, shakes and malts.

Visit Bumble Bee’s Baja Grill & Burgers in Nob Hill - ABQ  bumblebeesbajagrill.com
Freeport-McMoRan embraces its role as a responsible corporate citizen. We are dedicated to working toward sustainable development by mitigating our environmental impacts and providing beneficial economic and social results wherever we operate.

The world needs the metals that we produce to sustain and expand economies and to build necessary infrastructure in developing nations. Fulfilling this need must be balanced with the social and environmental concerns of the communities where we operate. Our pledge is to improve continuously in meeting our commitment to work in the safest and most inclusive, environmentally and socially responsible manner possible.

We’re more than mining, we empower progress.

www.fcx.com
Freeport-McMoRan embraces its role as a responsible corporate citizen. We are dedicated to working toward sustainable development by mitigating our environmental impacts and providing beneficial economic and social results wherever we operate.

The world needs the metals that we produce to sustain and expand economies and to build necessary infrastructure in developing nations. Fulfilling this need must be balanced with the social and environmental concerns of the communities where we operate. Our pledge is to improve continuously in meeting our commitment to work in the safest and most inclusive, environmentally and socially responsible manner possible.

We’re more than mining, we empower progress.

www.fcx.com

Sustainability
An essential element for ensuring our future.

contemporary cuisine, classic service

full service catering
party planning - weddings
special events - dinners

WALTER BURKE CATERING
505-473-9600
www.walterburkecatering.com

MADDOX REAL ESTATE
commercial residential investment

life’s sunny here
find your spot

MADDOX & CO. REALTORS® maddoxrealtors.com 505-764-0400
MADDOX MANAGEMENT, LLC maddoxmgmt.com 505-242-0989

Local Neighborhood Restaurant
7 Days a Week
breakfast lunch dinner

santa fe
(505)983-7060 1115 Hickox St.
where...“Dave’s Not Here”...was
tuneupcafe.com
FOR THE LOVE OF COFFEE™ AND TEA AND DANCING SHOES AND FEATHER BOAS AND INSPIRATION AND FAMILY AND GLITTER AND SUPPORTERS AND CREATIVITY AND JOY AND STRENGTH AND

...WHAT DO YOU LOVE?

AGAPAO [ag-ap-ah’o]
Greek, verb
To love, to be full of goodwill and exhibit the same.

agapao [ag-ap-ah’o]
INSPIRED COFFEE AND TEA

www.agapao.com 505-424-1455
Building our future

United Rentals is proud to support NDI New Mexico
ALWAYS FRESH
YOUR HOME TO
TRADITIONAL NEW MEXICAN
CUISINE

Red Chili • Carne Adovada • Torta de Huevo • Natillas • Flan

National Hispanic Cultural Center
1701 4th Street SW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 247-9480

Restaurant Hours:
Tuesday – Friday, 7:30am – 3pm
Saturday, 8am – 3pm
Sunday, 9am – 3pm

Breakfast • Lunch • Catering • Parties • Events

“One of the 50 best Hispanic restaurants in the country”
For people, not for profit.

NEW MEXICO EDUCATORS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

The Power of WE®

www.nmefcu.org • 467-6000 • 800-347-2838

Now with 16 locations including Santa Fe

Member NCUA • Equal Opportunity Lender
I see life as a CREATION each of us paints for ourselves. We do create our own REALITY in order to be aligned with our DESTINY. The search then becomes a search for self. It is the most IMPORTANT JOURNEY we will ever take.
I’m a Taurus, born April 24, 1934, in Richmond, Virginia, to Kathlyn MacLean Beaty and Ira O. Beaty. Mother, a drama teacher, set aside her dreams of being an actress to raise her family. Daddy was also an educator and expanded my horizons with his knowledge of psychology and philosophy. They instilled in me a strong work ethic, a standard I still try my best to achieve in all I do.

“My parents made me an investigator, a revolutionary.”

As a toddler I had weak ankles so Mother enrolled me in ballet class to strengthen my muscles. Ballet class really helped and about a year later I experienced my first live audience during a recital. I had on a little green costume, tripped on the curtain and fell down. That’s when I got my first laugh and I liked it! From then on I wanted to perform. I was always an extrovert even though I suffered from stage fright. But then that work ethic would kick in and I knew the show had to go on.

I learned something else from them, too. They tried their best to provide fences of security and safety and place protective boundaries around my life. I couldn’t stand the constraints so I learned, through their efforts, how to stretch those boundaries. My parents made me an investigator, a revolutionary, a person who wants to change because they made me jump that fence of safety.

On some level they knew I couldn’t be harnessed. Mother was never a “stage mother”. She never egged me on or slowed me down. I was strictly on my own. Daddy had more reservations. He wanted to protect me from the possible pain of not succeeding in my dream. He could see that I would never stop daring. And he seemed to understand that ironically he, in effect, was teaching me to dare because I saw that he was such a spectacular disappointment to himself for having never tried it.

After my junior year in high school, I went to New York to study. Auditions were being held for the revival of Oscar and Hammerstein’s musical Oklahoma. I auditioned and got a part in the chorus. I knew immediately that I would be happier here than in a ballet company. I was certain I wanted musical comedy. I knew I would be good. I also knew that at 5’7” (over 6 foot on point) the only thing that I could partner with was a tree!

At the end of that summer I was offered a chance to tour with the show in Germany. Mother and Dad left the decision to me. I must have realized that I would have plenty more chances to be in show business, but only one crack at getting my high school diploma. I returned to Virginia to finish high school and continue on with my ballet training, but the lights of Broadway were in my eyes and I knew I would return.

NDI New Mexico salutes Shirley MacLaine, award-winning actress and dancer, for her contribution to the arts!

Santa Fe Gala
May 7, 2011
CREATE HOMEBUYERS, INC.
15+ Years Providing
Affordable Housing & Secured Investments
505-474-5621

THANK YOU NDI

WORK HARD
Do Your Best...Never Give Up
NDI New Mexico

STAFF

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Russell Baker
Executive Director
Kelley Barnes
Director of Advancement & Administration
LaDonna Hopkins
Campaign for Albuquerque Director
Gretchen Kok
Albuquerque Managing Director
Maria Wolfe
Business Manager

ARTISTIC & PROGRAM STAFF
Kirsten Allard
Outreach Instructor
Tina Anderson
SPA Instructor
Brian Bennett
Associate Music Director
Jessie Bolnick
Outreach Instructor
Melissa Briggs
Outreach Instructor
Lori Brody
SPA Instructor
Cristiane C. de Oliveira
Santa Fe Artistic Director
Wendy Chapin
SPA Instructor
Bert Dalton
Music Director
Tara Debovec
Outreach Instructor
Shannon Elliott
SPA Instructor
Annica Graham
North Program Producer
Karen Hall
SPA Instructor
Nick Iapalucci
Theatre Manager/Technical Director
Maki Kimura
Residency Music Director
John Kloss
SPA Instructor
Pamela Ladas
Outreach Instructor
Lisa Lincoln
Vocal Instructor
Dan Lizdas
North Music Director
Emily Lowman
Residency Director
Todd Lowry
Albuquerque Music Director
Charlotte Martinez
SPA Instructor
Jesse Martinez
SPA Instructor
Alison Montoya
Santa Fe Program Producer
Jackie Oliver
Albuquerque Artistic Director
Diana Orozco-Garrett
Outreach Instructor
Sandra Ortiz
Costume Designer
Lynn Osborne
SPA Instructor
Tracy Ritter
Outreach Instructor
Sheila Rozann
SPA Instructor
Jeanette Salazar
Albuquerque Program Producer
Liz Salganek
Artistic Associate
Alyx Sanchez
Outreach Instructor
Donna Scheer
SPA Instructor
Danny Silver
SPA Producer/Outreach Instructor
Vladimir Stadnik
Associate Residency Director
Leslie Stamper
North Artistic Director
Patty Stephens
Vocal Instructor
Barbara Zuckerman
Outreach Instructor

PIANISTS
Addela Bransford
Justin Bransford
Joel Fadness

ADVANCEMENT & PROGRAM STAFF
Connie Higdon-Gannon
Grant Writer
Barbara Kastner
Grants & Projects Manager
Kristin Macdonald
Graphic Designer
Amy Myers
Advancement Associate
Nicole Neumann
Albuquerque Development Manager
Dayna Velasco
Albuquerque Advancement Associate

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Robert Benavidez
Building Manager
Sue Byrne
HR Administrator
Rubin Corriz
Custodian
Lisa Estrada
Assistant to the Director
Nam Khalsa
Bookkeeper/Office Manager

Steve Figueroa
Kelvin McNeal
Melanie Monsour
Diana Ristenpart
Tina Sandval
Kevin Ward
There are many WAYS TO GIVE

Every donation makes a difference that can last a lifetime to a child.

Each year, we reach 6,200 students and 65,000 audience members across the state. Investments from individuals, businesses, foundations and public agencies comprise 87% of our annual budget. Your generous support helps NDI New Mexico continue to teach children the importance of striving for excellence. Whether you make a current gift, pledge over time or defer your gift to leave a legacy, your generosity will make great things happen for the children of New Mexico.

FOUNDERS’ CIRCLE: With your annual gift of $1,000 or more, you become an important part of sustaining our core programs and performances. Founders’ Circle membership includes invitations to private receptions, events and performances with premium seating.

- **Sponsor-a-Child** for one year of classes - $1,000
- **Support-a-Student** for our after-school programs - $1,500
- **Support-a-Class** and provide 30 children with 30 weeks of classes - $6,000
- **Sponsor an entire School** for one year - $20,000

FRIENDS OF NDI NEW MEXICO: More than 200 parents, friends and community members donate to NDI New Mexico each year. Their generosity provides live musical accompaniment for NDI New Mexico classes, healthy

How we are funded

- Individuals and Board: 33%
- Corporate: 14%
- Government: 9%
- Earned Income: 8%
- Foundation Grants: 8%
- Endowment: 28%
In 2003, Donna and John Goodwin were invited to their first NDI New Mexico performance at UNM’s Rodey Theater and have been in the audience ever since. Their involvement over the past eight years confirms their belief that NDI New Mexico’s programs present an opportunity for all children not only to be exposed to the performing arts, but to strive for excellence in everything they do. “Emphasis on life, not just dance, but physical activity, academics, nutrition, everything!” is what keeps the Goodwins active and engaged. In Albuquerque, the Goodwins support many arts and social service organizations which inspire a brighter, more positive future for children. They believe that strong role models like NDI New Mexico’s faculty and staff give children a chance to succeed and bring joy to their community. “When you see a performance, there’s not an unhappy face on that stage!”

SPOTLIGHT ON PHILANTHROPY

Snacks for after-school programs, costumes for performances and dance shoes for participating students.

- **Dance Shoes** for our Shoe Exchange Program - $50
- **Healthy Snacks** for weekly advanced training classes - $100
- **Costumes** for 30 children for end-of-year performances - $300
- **Support-a-Musician** for professional piano accompaniment for our in-school classes - $500

**How to Give**

- Donate online at www.ndi-nm.org.
- Mail your gift to 1140 Alto Street, Santa Fe, NM 87501 or 3301 Menaul Blvd NE, Suite 6, Albuquerque, NM 87107.
- Give electronic gifts of stock, bonds, treasury and mutual funds. Call 505-983-7646 x100 for brokerage information.
- Double the impact of your gift. Pick up a matching gift form in your Human Resources Department.
- Join our Silver Sneakers Society! Legacy gifts can help you accomplish your individual financial goals as you invest in the future of NDI New Mexico.
- Sponsor an event! Contact us for corporate and individual marketing opportunities.
- Contribute in-kind. NDI New Mexico accepts donations of pianos, new and gently-worn dancewear, costumes, gas cards and media placement.
- Volunteer!
- Donate a vehicle by calling Charitable Auto Resources, Inc. at (877) 537-5277.
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE
DORATHI BOCK PIERRE SCHOLARSHIP

The Dorathi Bock Pierre Scholarship provides the opportunity for 31 students to participate in NDI New Mexico in-school programs annually and honors the memory of dancer and dance aficionado, Dorathi Bock Pierre.

Little is given to dreamers, much is given to builders, but most is given to dreamer-builders.
TEACHING CHILDREN EXCELLENCE

SPOTLIGHT ON LEGACY LEADERSHIP

Long-time Santa Fe resident, Eileen Wells, has made a significant cultural, educational and economic impact in our community through her profound love of the arts. She has contributed to nonprofit public and private organizations in areas as diverse as fundraising, exhibitions, education, collection acquisitions and public programming. As Chair of NDI New Mexico’s Major & Planned Gifts Committee, she continues to advance philanthropy by encouraging others to leave lasting gifts through meaningful estate planning. Her approach is simple – be honest, tell your story and ask people to join you to ensure the future of the organization you love.

“I consider NDI New Mexico to be the most important program for children in this state. It makes a huge difference in the lives of so many underserved children! Its programs bring smiles to all the children they reach and tears of joy to those who have the privilege of watching these kids perform. Becoming a member of the Silver Sneakers Society ensures that NDI New Mexico will continue its impact for the next generation of children, and I am proud to be a part of that.”

Silver Sneakers Society Members

- Charmay Allred
- Russell Baker
- Kelley Barnes
- Julia B. Bowdich
- Michael D’Alfonso
- Cynthia Delgado
- Valerie T. Diker
- Susan Dubin
- Cezanne “Zizi” Fritz
- John Herklotz
- Medora & Jim Jennings
- Leslie Nathanson Juris
- Hervey A. Juris
- Gretchen Kok
- Linda DiPaolo Love
- Marcia Miller
- Catherine Oppenheimer
- Mrs. Dolores & Ambassador Frank Ortiz
- Jan Paulk
- Ann Rutledge
- Mara & Charles Robinson
- Charles W. N. Thompson, Jr.
- Garrett Thornburg
- Eileen Wells

As you look to the future, consider one of the greatest gifts you can make – a gift that ensures the perpetuity of NDI New Mexico. The Silver Sneakers Society recognizes individuals who have provided support through their estate plans. Your decision to leave a legacy for future generations of New Mexico’s children can help you accomplish your individual financial goals and share your passion by investing in the future of NDI New Mexico in a thoughtful and meaningful way. Members enjoy an annual recognition event and a silver sneaker on our mobile in the lobby of The Dance Barns.

Contact Kelley Barnes, Director of Advancement, at Kelley@ndi-nm.org or (505) 983-7646 x100 to discuss the best option to support your passion while leaving your legacy to the children of New Mexico.

Silver Sneakers Society Members

- Charmay Allred
- Russell Baker
- Kelley Barnes
- Julia B. Bowdich
- Michael D’Alfonso
- Cynthia Delgado
- Valerie T. Diker
- Susan Dubin
- Cezanne “Zizi” Fritz
- John Herklotz
- Medora & Jim Jennings
- Leslie Nathanson Juris
- Hervey A. Juris
- Gretchen Kok
- Linda DiPaolo Love
- Marcia Miller
- Catherine Oppenheimer
- Mrs. Dolores & Ambassador Frank Ortiz
- Jan Paulk
- Ann Rutledge
- Mara & Charles Robinson
- Charles W. N. Thompson, Jr.
- Garrett Thornburg
- Eileen Wells

As you look to the future, consider one of the greatest gifts you can make – a gift that ensures the perpetuity of NDI New Mexico. The Silver Sneakers Society recognizes individuals who have provided support through their estate plans. Your decision to leave a legacy for future generations of New Mexico’s children can help you accomplish your individual financial goals and share your passion by investing in the future of NDI New Mexico in a thoughtful and meaningful way. Members enjoy an annual recognition event and a silver sneaker on our mobile in the lobby of The Dance Barns.

Contact Kelley Barnes, Director of Advancement, at Kelley@ndi-nm.org or (505) 983-7646 x100 to discuss the best option to support your passion while leaving your legacy to the children of New Mexico.
Achieving excellence is a great goal, congratulations NDI-NM kids!

WWW.ILVICINO.COM

ALBUQUERQUE - SANTA FE - DENVER - LITTLETON - COLORADO SPRINGS - ST. LOUIS WICHITA
In step with our community.

Here for you, and for our community.

“Century Bank has always supported vital, local nonprofit organizations like ours—helping us teach thousands of children to work hard, do their personal best, never give up, and be healthy! We are honored to include Century Bank in our family.”

Russell Baker, National Dance Institute NM Executive Director
Peas ‘n’ Pod Catering

505~438~2877

We don’t always follow the recipe

fax: 505~438~2876  email: peasnpod@prodigy.net  www.cateringsantafe.com

Golfernoggins
Indoor Miniature Golf

Family Night!
Fridays & Saturdays 7pm -11pm
Includes Unlimited Glow Golf, Karaoke, Wii and Pool for the price of one regular admission per person
See website for Free Food Family Nights and other specials
(505) 999-1067

Birthday Parties!
Best Prices in town!
Take an additional 10% off with this ad!
Call or visit website for details
www.golfernoggins.com
4910-B Lomas NE
Imagine: A Whole New World of Education

Learn more about our free public high school specializing in film, audio, photography graphic design and animation.

Now enrolling grades 9 - 12

(505) 243-1957
www.nmmediaarts.org

Proud supporter of NDI New Mexico since 2003!

Rubin Katz Law Firm
A Professional Corporation | ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Proud supporter of NDI New Mexico since 2003!

123 East Marcy Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico
(505) 982-3610

“U.S. News and World Report and Best Lawyers in America have ranked the Rubin Katz Law Firm among the best first tier firms in America.”
NDI New Mexico & UNM Department of Theatre and Dance present

13TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO TAP DANCE JAM

SPECIAL GUEST

Bril Barrett

Also featuring the New Mexico Rhythm Tap Ensemble and dancers from local NM studios.

June 10-11
7:30 pm Keller Hall
Call 277-4569 for Tickets!

Rest Easy

The stars are out.

First National Bank has a 5-Star ‘Superior’ Safe & Sound® rating from Bankrate.com.

Call or visit one of our offices to experience 5-Star banking.

Proud supporters of NDI

All offices 992-2000  www.fnb-sf.com  Member FDIC

SANTA FE  ELDORADO  LOS ALAMOS  ALBUQUERQUE  DENVER

The Santa Fe Concert Association

Symphony  •  Chamber Music  •  Piano  •  Education & Outreach
Broadway  •  Song  •  Opera  •  Violin  •  Dance  •  Comedy

1937-2012  •  75 Years of Brilliance!
Platinum Season  •  July 31, 2011 - March 31, 2012
www.santafecconducts.org  •  505-984-8759
The front side of her t-shirt says “I fight like a girl.” On the backside, “I kicked cancer’s butt!” And indeed she did. At 36, Laura Ann had both breasts removed as well as her ovaries. At 36, Laura Ann also learned that cancer doesn’t mean the end. In fact, to her it meant the beginning of an even better outlook on life.

To hear more about Laura Ann’s inspirational journey, go to lovelacelivingproof.com.

Laura Ann is living proof

Stacy and Warren Fulgenzi proudly support NDI-NM!
WOODS DESIGN BUILDERS is a family owned design-build firm that has been designing, building and remodeling the finest homes in Santa Fe for over thirty-five years. The award winning company is renowned for its commitment to excellence and dedication to client service.

Shane, Sharon and Rob
Thank you, NDI New Mexico
We applaud your sensational work!

Shane Cronenweth, Associate Broker
and Sotheby’s International Realty
are proud to support
New Mexico’s Children.

NDI New Mexico
231 Washington Avenue
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
505.988.8088
www.santafesir.com

La Plazuela at La Fonda
is a feast for the senses.
The room is stunning and the menu sophisticated, showcasing old favorites with New World twists and authentic Northern New Mexico cuisine.

Our wine list is award-winning, our service is impeccable and, according to the reviewers, you’ll be dining in the “best of Santa Fe style”.

Come make memories with us!

La Plazuela at La Fonda on the Plaza
200 E. San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
505.995.2334
505.982.5511 Main

harrys
202 Galisteo Santa Fe
988-1959
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Scott Barber
Canali | Tommy Bahama

Scott Barber
Canali | Tommy Bahama
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Canali | Tommy Bahama

Scott Barber
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Scott Barber
Canali | Tommy Bahama
Keep Dancing!

Keep Shining!

We are proud to support the National Dance Institute.

www.summit.com
Discover Us

Santa Fe at 104 West San Francisco Street • Santa Fe, NM 87501 • 505.988.3574
and 924 Paseo de Peralta • Santa Fe, NM 87501 • 505.988.5528
Pojoaque at 90 Cities of Gold • Santa Fe, NM 87506 • 505.495.2731
Taos at 109 North Plaza • Taos, NM 87571 • 575.758.8221
Old Mesilla at 2109 Calle de Parian • Old Mesilla, NM 88046 • 575.527.4623

In New Mexico over 60 years. Nambé is locally owned and operated with five retail stores, administrative offices and global distribution, all within the state of New Mexico.

Proud to support National Dance Institute_NM
Servicing Albuquerque and Santa Fe

CLASSIC PARTY RENTALS • 8615 Alameda Park NE, Albuquerque, NM 87113 • Phone: 505.344.9907
Thank you

ANNUAL SUPPORTERS

Listed are contributors to the annual fund through April 12, 2011. Every effort has been made to present a complete and accurate list of donors. We apologize for any errors or omissions and invite corrections.

- Annual contributions consecutively for three years or more
- Gala
- Dance-A-Thon

### PLATINUM CIRCLE $50,000 +
- National Endowment for the Arts
- Mara & Charles Robinson
- State of NM-Department of Health
- Thornburg Charitable Foundation
- S.P. & Estelle Yates Family Foundation

### GOLDEN CIRCLE $25,000 - $49,999
- Anonymous Foundation
- Valerie T. & Charles Diker
- William & Elinor Fries
- Jim & Rebecca Long
- Catherine Oppenheimer
- Blanchette Hooker Rockefeller Fund
- John & Donna Rust
- Ann Rutledge
- Stocker Foundation
- Stranahan Foundation
- Thaw Charitable Trust
- Thornburg Investment Management

### SILVER CIRCLE $5,000 - $24,999
- Pamela & David Albin
- Anonymous Foundation
- APS Education Foundation
- Bank of America
- Bo & Sara Barnwell
- John & Jean Berndt
- Jane & Sanford Brickner
- Jenne K. Britell, Ph.D.
- Century Bank
- Dianne & Don Chalmers
- City of Albuquerque - Urban Enhancement Trust Fund
- City of Santa Fe - Children and Youth Commission
- Franci & Jim Crane
- Sydney & Andrew Davis
- Michael DeWitte
- Diane & Peter Doniger
- Susan & Ron Dubin
- Educational Foundation of America
- Fidelity Investments

### SUPPORT-A-CLASS $2,500 - $4,999
- Charmay Allred
- Madalyn & James Baker
- Bank of the West
- Barker Welfare Foundation
- BlueCross BlueShield-NM
- Julia B. Bowdich
- Elsie & Eugene M. Cheston, Jr.
- CHRISTUS® St. Vincent Regional

### SUPPORT THE SUMMER INSTITUTE $1,500 - $2,499
- Rick & Kathy Abeles
- Ann N. Aceves
- Mercedes-Benz of Albuquerque
- Rene Barker
- The Bell Group
- BlueCross BlueShield-NM
- Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Santa Fe
- Shane Cronenweth
- Krys & Phil Custer
- Dekker, Perich, Sabatini, Ltd.
- Cynthia Delgado & John Crant
- Ethicon Endo-Surgery
- General Mills
- John & Maureen Graf
- William H. & Mattie Watts Harris Foundation
- Hunt Development
- David K. & Kay Duke Ingalls
- Julie Johns
- Pam & Bob Jung
- Peter & Dorinda Komis
- Deborah Peacock & Nate Korn
- Los Alamos National Laboratory Foundation
- Linda DiPaolo Love & Stephen
ANNUAL SUPPORTERS

Fred Kolber ✹
Jean Knapp ✪
Jim & Angie Johnston ✪
Hubbard Broadcasting/KOB-TV ✿
Wade Hover ✹
R. Davis Companies ✹
Roses Southwest Papers, Inc. ✹
Debbie & Dave Seely ✹ ✹
Sotheby’s International Realty ✹
Paul & Karen Sowards ✹
John Stranger ✹
Anita Ogard & George Strickland ✹
Irwin Sugarman & Cindy Aloi ✹
Universal Advisory Services, Inc. ✹
Walmart #5491 ✹
Walmart #850 ✹
WESS ✹
Dora & Theodore Williams ✹
Sharon Q. Young ✹

SPONSOR-A-CHILD
$1,000 - $1,499
Albuquerque Community Foundation ✹
Barbara G. Lenssen & Keith Anderson ✹
David & Peggy Ater ✹
Bank of Las Vegas ✹
Julia & Will Barnes ✹
Cecilia Navarrete & Ron Beauchamp ✹
Norm & Janes Garcia Becker ✹
Alan Ross Bell ✹
Marc Geller & Beth Beloff ✹
Diane Berger ✹
Cliff & Nancy Blaugrund ✹ ✹
Dr. & Mrs. Curtis Brewer ✹
Sarah & Doug Brown ✹
Mary Ann Coates ✹
Alan & Cynthia Coleman ✹
Q & Phil Cook ✹
Conrad & Susan DeJong ✹
Marcie Brooks & John Delamater ✹
Lynn McKelvey & Glenn Dickter ✹
Joe & Christine DiGregorio ✹
Jim & Stephanie Dobbie ✹
Clare Dreyer ✹
Duke City Civilian ✹
Edward & Sally Evans ✹
French Family of Companies Jim & Phyllis Frier ✹
Mark & Ingrid Gorham ✹
Lainie & Malcolm Grimmer ✹ ✹
H. Mueller Properties ✹
Mr. & Mrs. Terry Hall ✹
Hotel Santa Fe ✹
Wade Haver ✹
Hubbard Broadcasting/KOB-TV ✹
Sarah & Chris Ihlefeld ✹
Jim & Angie Johnston ✹
Jean Knapp ✹
Fred Kolber ✹
Stefan Lark ✹
Margot & Robert E. Linton ✹
Ramon Jose & Nance Lopez ✹
Carol & Mac McDonald ✹
John T. & Millie McMahan ✹
Helene Singer-Merrin ✹
Mesa Del Sol ✹
Stewart & Mary Mittnacht ✹
Leigh Moiola ✹
Montgomery & Andrews ✹
Patricia & Richard Morris ✹
Alex & Kim Motola ✹
Marti Newman & Chris Pagano ✹
NM Commission on Community Volunteerism ✹
Wyck & Libby Pattishall ✹
Jan Paulik ✹
Mr. & Mrs. Kingsbury Pitcher ✹
Poms & Associates ✹
Deborah & Earl Potter ✹
Phillip Prevender ✹
Susan & Windle Priem ✹
Sandra & Cliff Richardson ✹
Rita M. Garcia & Alex O. Romero ✹
Rotary Del Sol Foundation ✹
Joe & Anna Santangelo ✹
Kelly & Randy Schlegel ✹
Robert & Kathy Schneider ✹
Seidman Family Foundation ✹
Angelina Vera & Raphael Shapiro ✹
Tiffany Shaw ✹
Patty & Bill Snead ✹
John Guffey & Barbara Somerfield ✹
Sharlene Stein ✹
Penelope Hunter-Stiebel ✹
P Gerald G. Stiebel ✹
Margaret Veneklasen ✹
Wal-Mart #3732 ✹
Walmart Foundation ✹
Jim & Amy Weyhrauch ✹
Carole Ely & Robert Wickham ✹
Richard Yates ✹

AFTER-SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP $500 - $999
AM & Paul Abbott ✹
Hector & Dana Ambriz ✹
Anonymous (2) ✹
Steve & Jolene Benoit ✹
Mark & Beth Berger ✹
Kathy & Paul Bushnell ✹
Loral Butler ✹
Jerry & Jo Church ✹
Roy & Janis Coff ✹
Susan & David Curtis ✹
Michael D’Alfonso ✹
Carolyn & Jeff Dobbs ✹
Gloria Donadello ✹
William & Suzanne Ebel ✹
Frontier Restaurant ✹
David Gershenson ✹
Golden Pride ✹
Brooke Gray ✹
Ed Nieves & Andrea Hathorn ✹
Mr. & Mrs. Karl Horn ✹
Rosalyn Hurley ✹
Jeff & Jacelyn Johns ✹
Phillip Johnson ✹
Yanni & Diane Josephakis ✹
Just for Grins ✹
Julia H. Kalmus ✹
Cynthia Sanchez & Kerry Lee ✹
Ali MacGraw ✹
Maez Security Consultants ✹
Melloy Nissan Jaguar ✹
David & Cynthia Montoya ✹
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney ✹
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Moss ✹
Lynn Mullins ✹
Nicole Neumann ✉
NM Bank and Trust ✹
Dolores Ortiz ✹
Jeanne & Rudolph Parrella ✹
Barry & Roberta Ramo ✹
Sarah & Mark Ricciardi ✹
Richardson & Richardson ✹
Robert L. Homer & Assoc., LLC ✹
Rock Gap Engineering ✹
Rotary Club of ABQ Metro ✹
Santa Fe Air Center ✹
Jonathan & Claire Schneider ✹
James R. Seitz, Jr. ✹
Jeff & Janet Sterba ✹
Roslyne Paige & Robert D. Stern ✹
Darlene Streit ✹
Charles W.N Thompson, Jr. ✹
TriCore Reference Laboratories ✹
United Healthcare ✹
Whole Brain Design ✹
Joe & Valerie Wilson ✹
Sharon & Sheldon Wright ✹

SPONSOR-A-MUSICIAN
$250 - $499
Anonymous (4) ✹
Michael Jeffers & Hope Aldrich ✹
Scott & Julie Allen ✹
Gregg & Lisa Bemis ✹
Roy & Tara Bidwell ✹
Bruce Bolene ✹
Christina Price & Connor Browne ✹
John & Jan Burnham ✹
Tish Butler & Richard Carlson ✹
Katherine & David Chase ✹
Michael & Kay Coughlin ✹
William Cowles ✹
Melanie & Eliot Cutler ✹
Lori & David Delgado ✹
David & Clara Dougherty ✹
El Sueno Communities ✹
Gap Foundation ✹
Katie Garcia ✹
GE Foundation ✹
Sally M. & Gary Giblin ✹
Gail & Jim Goodwin ✹
Gene & Gwen Gritton ✹
Richard & Jean Higgins ✹
Rod & Anne Honstein ✹
Nancy & Tony Jacobs ✹
Terry Johnson ✹
Michael & Marianne Kelly ✹
Leslie & David Kim ✹
Mary & Gordon King ✹

TEACHING CHILDREN EXCELLENCE
FRIENDS OF NDI-NM $100-$249
Albertson’s ♦
Anonymous
Greg Antonsen ♦
Douglas Antoon ♦
Jose & Patricia Aragon
John & Heather Badal ♦
Russell Baker ♦
Barbara Rosen Antique & Estate Jewelry ♦
Lee & Susan Berk ♦
Steve & Beezy Bing
Lydia Boye ♦
Brian McParlton Roofing, LLC
Jackie Hall & J.D. Bullington ♦
Colleen Carias & Barry Herskowitz ♦
Marie Carrion
Georgia Catasca ♦
Caroline Chamales ♦
Valerie & Woody Compton ♦
Sarah Tyson & Victor Cook
Mark Corey ♦
Kathy Costa ♦
Audrey Hays & Abel Davis
Larry & Angie Delgado ♦
Charles & Mary Eileen Dixon
Dolores G. Espinosa De Ortega
KPMG ♦
Brooke & Sarah Laskey ♦
Judy & Burt Lehman ♦
Tim & Marcia Lenihan
Los Alamos National Security, LLC ♦
Diana MacArthur ♦
Maddox Foundation
Ashley & Paul Margeson ♦
Stanley Mount & Roxanna Meyers ♦
Arlyn & Fred Nathan ♦
Peichi Wu & Wai Pong Ng ♦
James Borrego & Helen S. Pacheco ♦
Phillippi, Wright & Co., LLC ♦
Paul E. & Nancy K. Pierce ♦
Pofahl Law Firm, P.C. ♦
Kathy & Robert Reidy ♦
Michael Violante & Paul Rochford ♦
Rosie Gonzalez & David Rogers
Brad Sackett
Marshall & Suzannah Sale ♦
Nita & Doug Schwartz ♦
Roxanne Seagraves
Robert & Judy Sherman ♦
Fred & Eve Simon ♦
Danny Spurlock ♦
Alicia & Peter Touche ♦
Holly Traver
Arlene & Richard Vender ♦
Christie & David Waszak ♦
Lawrence Wells ♦
Wells Fargo ♦
Wiggins & Wiggins
Paula & John Wisenhunt ♦
Judie & Gene Wolkoff
Janet Youngberg
Glenn Felty ♦
Paul Fish ♦
FNF Construction Company ♦
Carolina Girimonte ♦
Susan & Bill Gloyd ♦
Bonnie Ellinger & Paul Golding ♦
Greater Albuquerque Habitat for Humanity ♦
Jason & Lauren Greene ♦
Fred & Jane Hampton ♦
Robert Glick & Jacquelyn Helin ♦
David Hicks ♦
Alan Fleischauer & Thomas Higley ♦
Laura Hillstrom ♦
Julia Hunkins
Jim Jennings, III ♦
Mary & Norm Kazmerek ♦
Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth Kahn
Suzanne & Ike Kalingis ♦
Sat-Kaur Khalsa ♦
Eugene & Andrea Kok ♦
Bebe Krimmer ♦
Robert D. & Carol H. Krinsky ♦
Craig Lamb
Jeffrey & Karen Lawrence
Tom Linton ♦
Linda Lockett ♦
Beryl & Sue Lovitz
Charles R. Mackay
Georgia Maryol
Linda & John Massopust ♦
Mr. & Mrs. Tom McCollum ♦
Robert & Janice McInerney ♦
Terry & Walter J. Melendres
Marcia A. Miller ♦
A. Scott & Cathryn Miller
William & Susan F. Morris ♦
Riette Muggleston ♦
Shirley Murphy
Judith & Philippe Newton
Dave Grusin & Nan Newton ♦
Agnes Noonan ♦
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network ♦
Tom O’Connor & Carol Redman
Susan Odiseos ♦
Susan Conway Oliphant ♦
Jeff & Barb Paine ♦
Sue Perley
Mike & Eleanor Peters ♦
Greg Polk ♦
Trina Raper ♦
Nan Ray
Ogden & Roxana Reid ♦
Janie Riccobene ♦
Dewey Moore & Shelley Roberts ♦
Tricia Rosenberg ♦
Julie & Keith Sabol ♦
Marianne Sacknoff
James D. Schreiber ♦
Dr. & Mrs. Jules Shapiro
Kevin Waidmann & Donald Shina
Mr. & Mrs. Ron Short
Scott Sisson ♦
Janice St. John ♦
Suzanne Stone ♦
Stephen & Jacqueline Swire ♦
Johnese Turri ♦
Brooke Tuthill ♦
Frank Ulibarri ♦
Uli's Boutique ♦
Valley National Bank ♦
Katherine & Owen Van Essen
John & Iris Vazquez ♦
Paul Weaver ♦
Susan Feiner & Peter Whitman ♦
Marilyn Worthington ♦
Rissa Wyatt
Josette Yonek
Pamela Zanios ♦
Judy Zanotti & David Davis
Shoe Fund $0-$99
Tom & Carol Aageson ♦
Anonymous (3)
Constance Marie Bienvenu ♦
Peter & Gigi Birkeland
Francesca & Tom Blueher
Sarah Ann Bond
Jacqueline Boss ♦
LaMerle Boyd
Florence Bramanti & S. Stavron
Suzanne Eisen Breslauer
Robert & Elva Busch ♦
Mary K. Bustamante
Alejandro & Jenny Cintron
Diana Congdon ♦
Dexter & Carol Clark Cooledge
Michelle & William Coons ♦
Beverly Cramer
Florence Davidson
Carol K. Ducaj ♦
Senator Tim Eichenberg ♦
Carol Feldman ♦
Susie Fellers & Zach DuFresne
Dr. & Mrs. Michael Freund
Frank & Toni Gallegos
Elizabeth Garcia ♦
Harold Gershenson ♦
Ricardo & Dolores Gonzales
Anne & Ernest Gonzales
Helen Compton Graham
Dr. & Mrs. Tim Gutierrez ♦
Elizabeth M. Hancock
Barbara Hays ♦
Jane M. Hill ♦
Kevin & Elizabeth Hogan
Elberta Honstein
Marjorie Johnson ♦
Henry & Judith Lackner
Alice K. Ladas ♦
Felice Levine
Ann Mackinnon ♦
Susan Cort & Vladimir Matias
Sara McIntyre ♦
Ellen & Roger Miller ♦
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Mock ♦
Sabrina Moreno-Dolan ♦
Shirley Murphy
Elise B. Nieto
P.E.O. Chapter BS
PNM Resources Foundation ♦
Veronica Reed

NDI NEW MEXICO
Linda DiPaolo Love ♦
Lozoya Studios ♦
Lucky 66 Bowl ♦
Edward & Virginia Lujan ♦
MAC ABQ Uptown ♦
Manning Florist ♦
Marcello’s Chop House ♦
Mariposa Gallery ♦
Mariza & Company ♦
Marion Martinez ♦
Merrigan Group LLC ♦
Michael’s Valet/Griffin Protection Services ♦
Beth Moise ♦
Linda Monich ♦
Michelle Montaño ♦
Cindy Montoya ♦
Barbara Moore ♦
Alex Motola ♦
Mr. Tux ♦
Meg Mullins ♦
Museum of New Mexico Foundation ♦
Nambé ♦
National Hispanic Cultural Center ♦
Papalote ♦
National Institute of Flamenco ♦
Natural Grocers ♦
Nicole Neumann ♦
New Mexico Business Weekly ♦
Newport Furnishings ♦
Peichi Wu & Wai Pong Ng ♦
Nick and Jimmy’s ♦
Nicky V’s Pizzeria & Patio ♦
Niman Fine Art ♦
NM Dancewear ♦
Nu Aura ♦
Ojo Caliente Mineral Springs ♦
O’Neill’s Pub ♦
Catherine Oppenheimer ♦
Organized For Life ♦
Suzanne Ortega ♦
Pajarito Mountain Ski Area ♦
Palabra PR ♦
Palms Trading Co. ♦
Patrician Design ♦
Peas ‘n’ Pod Catering ♦
Pennysmith’s ♦
Pfeifer Studio ♦
David Phillips ♦
Poms & Associates ♦
Joseph L. Ponce ♦
Stephen & Maria Higuera Pope ♦
Popejoy Hall Center for the Arts ♦
Putumayo World Music ♦
Que Bonita ♦
Quickbeam Systems, Inc. ♦
R&B Distributing ♦
Recapturing Vehicles ♦
Regency Hotel ♦
Ethan Reyes ♦
Claudia & Michael Rhodus ♦
Sarah & Mark Ricciardi ♦
Andrew Riley ♦
Rocky Mountain Gold & Silver ♦
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold Roland ♦
Romancing the Canvas ♦
Route 66 Dry Cleaners ♦
Nancy Ruggles ♦
John & Donna Rust ♦
Salon B ♦
Gary Sanchez ♦
Sandia BMW ♦
Sandia Peak Ski ♦
Santa Fe Opera ♦
Scalo’s Northern Italian Grill ♦
Donna Scheer ♦
Lyn Schmidt ♦
Jane Schoenfeld ♦
Linda Scott ♦
Danielle Sengel ♦
Jane Schoenfeld ♦
Sony Pictures Image Works ♦
Sore No More ♦
Paul Sowards ♦
Dennis Sterosky ♦
Kelly Stranahan ♦
Studio 1020 ♦
Studio Southwest Architects ♦
Summit Electric Supply ♦
Sumner & Dene Gallery ♦
Sunbridge Horizons, LLC ♦
Sunflower Market ♦
Susan G. Komen for the Cure ♦
Navada Swan ♦
Susie Talera ♦
Ten Thousand Waves ♦
The 2 Gringas ♦
The Floating World ♦
The Grove Cafe & Market ♦
The Melting Pot ♦
The Sports Clubs ♦
Charles W.N. Thompson, Jr. ♦
Garrett Thornburg ♦
Thornburg Investment Management ♦
Three Dog Bakery ♦
Louise Campbell-Tolber ♦
Trader Joe’s ♦
Tribe’s Arts ♦
University of New Mexico ♦
Vicky’s Beauty Salon ♦
Vintage Cowgirl ♦
Voice & Verse ♦
Wal-Mart ♦
Kathy Walsh ♦
Walter Burke Catering, Inc. ♦
Eileen Wells ♦
Jerry White ♦
Jennifer Whittington ♦
Whole Brain Design ♦
Whole Foods Market ♦
Wild Rose ♦
Willow ♦
Shane Woods ♦
Bob Worcester ♦
Sharon Wright ♦
Xpac Fitness Center ♦
Yanni’s Mediterranean ♦
Bar & Grill ♦
Zea Rotisserie Grill ♦

10 Year Donors

Rick & Kathy Abeles
AM & Paul Abbott
Ann Aceves
Albertsons
Pamela & David Albin
Hope Aldrich & Michael Jeffers
Charmay Allred
Anonymous
David & Peggy Ater
Julia & Will Barnes
Gregg & Lisa Bemis
Jean & John Berndt
Stan & Gay Betzer
Blanchette Hooker Rockefeller Fund
Blaugrud Family
Sarah & Doug Brown
Richard Carlson & Tish Butler
Century Bank
Dianne & Don Chalmers
Roy & Janis Coffee
Phil & Q Cook
Michael & Kay Coughlin
Dr. & Mrs. George A. Cowan
William Cowles
Shane Cronenweth
Krys & Phil Custer
Michael D’Alfonso
Andrew & Sydney Davis
Cynthia Delgado & John Crant
Larry & Angie Delgado
Valerie & Charles Diker
Susan & Ron Dubin
Carol K. Ducay
Barbara Ettinger & Sven Huseby
Educational Foundation of America
First National Bank of Santa Fe
Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold, Inc.
William & Elinor Fries
Garfield Street Foundation
David Gershenson
Gary Goodman
Lainie & Malcolm Gimmer
Claire R. Grossman
DuBose & Dorothy Heyward Memorial Fund
Rod & Anne Honstein
Wade Hover
Rosalyn Hurley
Ani Hurwitz
David K. & Kay Duke Ingalls
Medora & Jim Jennings
Cindy & Ken Johns
Joseph L. Fisher Foundation/Storper Family Foundation
Leslie Nathanson Juris & Hervey A. Juris
Suzanne & Ike Kalangis
Klinger Constructors, LLC
Jean Knapp
Jim & Judi Knapp
Robert D. & Carol H. Krinsky
Stefan Lark
Margot & Robert Linton
Tom Linton
In Honor & Memory of

In honor of Pam Alexander by Sarah Ann Bond
In honor of Russell Baker by Valerie Diker
In honor of Kelley Barnes by Valerie Diker
In honor of Robin Bennett by Valerie Diker
In honor of Roy & Janis Coffee by Valerie Diker
In honor of Steve & Sue Demidovich by Fred & Jane Hampton
In honor of Deb Detorie by Francesca & Tom Blueher
In honor of Jessie Dickter by Ellen Zieselman
In honor of Valerie Diker by Sabrina Moreno-Dolan
In honor of Pamela Fogel by Patricia Rosenberg
In honor of Isabel Garrido & family by Marc Geller & Beth Beloff
In honor of Lainie & Malcolm Grimmer by Peter & Gigi Birkeland
In honor of Sarah Isenberg by Ellen Zieselman
In honor of Medora Jennings by Jim Jennings, III and Jules & Marian Shapiro
In honor of Leslie Nathanson Juris by Barbara Lenses & Keith Anderson and Colleen Carias & Barry Herskowitz and Kenneth & Caren Kahn
In honor of Leslie Nathanson Juris & Hervey A. Juris by Jane & Michael Freund
In honor of Jean Knapp by AM & Paul Abbott
In honor of Pamela Ladas by Alice Ladas
In honor of Tom Linton by Valerie Diker

In honor of Susan Meredith by Valerie Diker
In honor of Jane McGrath by Shirley Murphy
In honor of Catherine Oppenheimer by Valerie Diker
In honor of Catherine Oppenheimer & Garrett Thornburg by Robert Glick & Jacquelyn Helin
In honor of Mr. & Mrs. Herb Oppenheimer by Valerie Diker
In honor of Suzanne Ortega by Terry & Connie Johnson
In honor of Mara & Charles Robinson by Barbara Lenses & Keith Anderson
In honor of Danny Silver by Tim & Marcia Lenihan
In honor of Eileen Wells by Steve & Beezy Bing and Ramon & Nance Lopez

In memory of Oran Caton by Julia B. Bowdich
In memory of Rick Dunlap by Beverly Kramer
In memory of Helen DiJanni by Suzanne Eisen Breslauer
In memory of Anne Gardner by Nancy & Cliff Blauprund and Henry & Judith Lackner
In memory of Miriam Jacoby by John Guffey & Barbara Somerfield
In memory of Simon Kasha by Medora & Jim Jennings
In memory of Janice Matthews by Medora & Jim Jennings
In memory of Harold & Doris Thornburg by Cynthia Sanchez & Kerry Lee
Thank you

VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP

SANTA FE EVENTS COMMITTEE

Michael D’Alfonso, Co-Chair
Linda DiPaolo Love, Co-Chair
Jenne K. Britell, Ph.D.
Shane Cronenweth
Diane Doniger
Phyllis Frier
Dorinda Komis
Stefan Lark
Barbara Moore
Lyn Schmidt
Kathy Walsh
Shane Woods

ALBUQUERQUE EVENTS COMMITTEE

Nancy Blaugrund, Chair
Joan Allen
Linda Alongi
Dara Ambriz
Dayna Gardner
Stacy Hedges
Anthony Jio
Julie Johns
Nancy Ruggles
Linda Scott
Jennifer Whittington
Sharon Wright
Thank you

GALA & SPECIAL EVENT SPONSORS

Listed are contributors through April 12, 2011. Every effort has been made to present a complete and accurate list. We apologize for any errors or omissions and invite corrections.

♥ Indicates a contribution to NDI New Mexico’s annual campaign.
* Indicates a renewed Gala gift for three years or more.

ALBUQUERQUE GALA IMPRESARIO
Thorburn Investment Management ♥

CHOREOGRAPHER
Fidelity Investments ♥
Summit Electric

TICKET UNDERWRITER
Don Chalmers Ford & Chalmers Capitol Ford Lincoln ♥

CONDUCTOR
Century Bank ♥
First National Bank of Santa Fe
John & Donna Goodwin ♥
Wells Fargo ♥

SPONSOR-A-CHILD
Nancy & Cliff Blaugrund ♥
Ethicon Endo-Surgery ♥
I.B.G., Inc.
Klinger Constructors, LLC ♥
New Mexico Commission for Community Volunteermism
New Mexico Mutual

ANGEL TICKETS
Joan Allen
Altrisco
Clear Channel Outdoor
Stacy & Dawson Hedges
Robert Homer & Associates
Medora & Jim Jennings ♥
Beth & Steve Moise ♥
Northwestern Mutual
United Healthcare
David & Debbie Seely
Sharon & Sheldon Wright

MEDIA PARTNERS
99.5 Magic FM
Comcast ♥
New Mexico Business Weekly ♥

ALBUQUERQUE DANCE-A-THON
Duke City Civitan
Hubbard Broadcasting/KOB-TV
Klinger Constructors, LLC
New Mexico Business Weekly
Presbyterian Healthcare Foundation
Rock Gap Engineering
Rotary Club of Albuquerque Metro
Tricore Reference Laboratories
Whole Foods Market

MONTEZUMA BALL
LOS REYES DE MONTEZUMA SPONSORS
AlphaGraphics on Osuna
Beauchamp Jewelers
Citadel Broadcasting
Clear Channel Outdoor
Comcast
Convention Services of the Southwest
Heritage Hotels & Resorts
Hotel Albuquerque
Jim & Rebecca Long
New Mexico Business Weekly

DEVARGAS PATRON
Sysco Food Services of New Mexico

HERITAGE SPONSORS
ACCIION New Mexico - Arizona - Colorado
Albuquerque Independent Business Alliance
Bank of America
Bank of the West
The Bell Group
BlueCross BlueShield of New Mexico

Don & Dianne Chalmers
Dekker, Perich, Sabatini Ltd.
Ethicon Endosurgery Inc.
Fidelity Investments
First National Bank of Santa Fe
Frontier Restaurant and Golden Pride
General Mills Inc.
Gerald Martin
Mercedes-Benz of Albuquerque
New Mexico Community Development
and Loan Fund
Catherine Oppenheimer &
Garrett Thorburn
Presbyterian Healthcare Systems
R. Davis Companies
Sarah & Mark Ricciardi
Roses Southwest Papers, Inc.
Sandia National Laboratories /
Lockheed Martin
Lynn & Craig Trojahn
Wells Fargo Bank
WEST

COMPADRES DE MONTEZUMA SPONSORS
Century Sign Builders
Cynthia Delgado & John Crant
Maez Security Consultants, LLC.
Manuel Lujan Insurance Inc.
Melloy Nissan Jaguar
Richardson & Richardson

SCHOOL SPONSORS AND SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
Anonymous Donation
Ron Beauchamp & Cecilia Navarrete
The Bell Group
Julia B. Bowdich
Michelle Coons
Michael DeWitte
Jim & Stephanie Dobbie
Greg & Barbara Ellena
First National Bank of Santa Fe
Katie Garcia
Mark & Ingrid Gorham
Philip & Janelle Johnson
Pam & Bob Jung
Jerry & Barbara Landgraf
Jim & Rebecca Long
Gerald Martin
Bruce McClure
Don & Connie McLeod
Roxanna Meyers & Stanley Mount
Kathy Mueller
New Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union
Catherine Oppenheimer &
Garrett Thorburn
Optum Health
Steve Patermoser
Deborah Peacock
Dorothy & Larry Rainosek
Sandia National Laboratories/Lockheed Martin
Debbie & Dave Seely
Scott Sisson
Sharlene Stein
Lynn & Craig Trojahn
Walmart

SPECIAL THANKS
Jim & John Garcia
InSight Foto Inc.
National Distributing Company
Steve Patermoser, Scala’s Northern Italian Grill
Jack & Donna Rust
Deanna Sauceda
David & Christie Wazak

SANTA FE GALA IMPRESARIO
Thorburn Investment Management ♥

PRODUCER
Valerie & Charles Diker ♥

DIRECTOR
John Herklotz ♥
Los Alamos National Bank ♥
John Tishman
United Rentals

CHOREOGRAPHER
Century Bank ♥
Franci & Jim Crane
Susan & Ron Dublin ♥
Richdale Charitable Trust ♥

CONDUCTOR
First National Bank of Santa Fe ♥
Bob & Darlene Fleming
Rubin Katz
NM Bank & Trust ♥
Wells Fargo ♥
Woods Design Builders ♥

TABLE SPONSORS
Charmay Allred & Eileen Wells ♥
Madalyn & James Baker ♥
Diane & Peter Doniger ♥
Beth & Steve Moise ♥
Chuck & Barbara Moore ♥

SPONSOR-A-CHILD
Ann Aceves ♥
Coca Cola Bottling Company of Santa Fe
Klinger Constructors, LLC ♥
Los Alamos National Laboratory Foundation
Eileen Wells ♥

RUNS & JUMPS
Charmay Allred ♥

GOVERNOR’S RESIDENCE RECEPTION
Diane & Don Chalmers ♥

WINE UNDERWRITER
Sotheby’s International Realty
/Shane Cronenweth ♥

ELITE PARTY FAVOR
CHRISTUS St. Vincent Regional Medical Center ♥
Estee Lauder Companies ♥
Kakawa ♥
Nambé ♥
Putumayo World Music ♥

DESSERTS
Acapao Coffee & Tea ♥
Hilton Santa Fe Golf Resort & Spa at Buffalo Thunder ♥

DECORATIONS
Canyon Road Flowers ♥

IN-KIND GIFTS
Absolute Entertainment/Soulstice ♥
Classic Party Rentals ♥
Geromino ♥
Hotel Santa Fe
Peas n Pod Catering ♥

* Indicates a renewed Gala gift for three years or more.
Thank you

CORPORATE PARTNERS

Generous gifts from local businesses and corporate foundations support core programs, expanded outreach and a commitment to organizational excellence.

66 Diner
99.5 Magic FM
ABQ Trolley Co.
Absolute Entertainment/Soulstice
ACCLION New Mexico
Adobe Abode
Agapao
Albritton’s
Albuquerque Center for Plastic Surgery
Albuquerque Community Foundation
Albuquerque Country Club
Albuquerque Economic Development
Albuquerque Fire Department
Albuquerque Studios
Albuquerque the Magazine
Allegra Print & Imaging
AlluraDerm MD Med Spa
AlphaGraphica Osha
American Airlines
American Furniture
Annapurna Chai House
Armando’s Salon
Artichoke Cafe
Articles
Aurora Publishing
Azuma Sushi & Teppan
Bank of Albuquerque
Bank of America
Bank of Las Vegas
Bank of the West
Barbara Rosen Antigue & Estate Jewelry
Beau champ Jewelers
Bella Diamonds & Watches
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Bikeworks Albuquerque
Dr. Lindsey Blessing
BlueCross BlueShield-NM
Boutique Valencie
Brian McPartlon Roofing, LLC
Broadway Skin & Body Retreat
Canyon Road Flowers
Cardinal Health
Casa Esencia
Casa Verde Spa
Cashmere Rouge Spa
Century Bank
Century Sign Builders
Chez D’Or
China Luck
CHRISTUS® St. Vincent Regional Medical Center
Citadel Communications Corporation
Cities of Gold
City of Albuquerque - Albuquerque Biological Park
City Treats Parties
Classic Party Rentals
Clear Channel Radio
Coca Cola Bottling
Company of Santa Fe
Colorado Printing
Comcast
Convention Services of the Southwest
Cosmetic Dentistry of New Mexico
Cosmo Tapas
Cowboys & Indians
Cumbres Suites
Dance Theatre of the Southwest
Dawn Sanchez Creations
Define By Design
Dekker, Perich, Sabatini Ltd.
Del Norte Credit Union
Diego Jones Designs
Diva D’Luixe
Document Imaging of the Southwest
Doggie Door Door Co.
Don Chalmers Ford & Chalmers
Capitol Ford Lincoln
Duke City Civilian
DW Turner Communications
El Sueno Communities
Elkhorn Lodge of Chama
Elsa Ross
Encantado Resort
Essentials Natural Care
Estee Lauder Companies
Ethicon Endo-Surgery
Explora
Fiber Chicks, LLC
Fidelity Investments
First National Bank of Santa Fe
FNPF Construction, Inc.
Frank’s Supply Company
Freemont Fine Foods
Freeport McMoran Copper & Gold Foundation
French Family of Companies
Fundación Educativa
Mexicana de Nuevo Mexico
Gamers Anonymous
Gap Foundation
GE Foundation
Geckos Bar & Tapas
General Mills Foundation
Gerald Martin, Ltd.
Geromo
Gertrude Zachary
Golden Pride
Greater Albuquerque Habitat for Humanity
H. Mueller Properties
Hilton Santa Fe Golf Resort & Spa at Buffalo Thunder
Hinkle Family Fun Center
Home & Away Housessiting and Pet Care
Homewise
Hotel Parq Central
Hotel Santa Fe
House of Bread
Hubbard Broadcasting/KOB-TV
Hunt Development
Inn at Rio Rancho
Inn on the Alameda
Insight Foto
Ironstone Bank
It’s A Mary
Joel E. Smilow/Dixen Group, LLC
JPY
Kakawa
Kelly Jo Designs, Inc.
Klinger Constructors, LLC
KPMG
La Bella Spa Salon
La Montanita Co-Op
Lensic Performing Arts Center
Leonard Tire
Lightningwood Pictures
Little Tony’s Pizza
Lockheed Martin/
Sandia National Laboratories
Loid’s Rides, LLC
Los Alamos National Bank
Los Alamos National Laboratory Foundation
Los Alamos National Security, LLC
Los Poblanos Inn & Cultural Center
Love lace Health System
Lowes’
Lozoya Studios
Lucky 66 Bowl
MAC ABQ Uptown
Maez Security Consultants
Manning Florist
Marcello’s Chop House
Mariposa Gallery
Mariza & Company
Melloy Nissan Jaguar
Mercedes-Benz of Albuquerque
Merrigan Group LLC
Mesa Del Sol
Michael’s Valet/Gryphon Protection Services
Montezuma Ball
Montgomery & Andrews
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney
Mr. Tux
Museum of New Mexico
Nambé
National Hispanic Cultural Center
National Institute of Flamenco Arts
Natural Grocers
Navada Swan
New Mexico Bank & Trust
New Mexico Business Weekly
New Mexico Educators
Federal Credit Union
New Mexico Mutual
Insurance Company
Newport Furnishings
Nick and Jimmy’s
Nicky V’s Pizzeria & Patio
Niman Fine Art
NM Community Loan Fund
New Mexico Dancewear
Nob Hill Business Association
Northwestern Mutual
Financial Network
Nu Aura
Ojo Caliente Mineral Springs
O’Neill’s Pub
OptumHealth
Organized For Life
Pajarito Mountain Ski Area
Palabra PR
Palm’s Trading Co.
Patrician Design
Peacock, Myers P.C.
Peas ‘n’ Pod Catering
Penny Smith’s
Penske Truck Rental of Santa Fe
Phillippi, Wright & Co., LLC
Pfeifer Studio
PNM Resources Foundation
Pofahl Law Firm, PC
Poms & Associates
Popejoy Hall Center for the Arts
Pranzo Italian Grill
Presbyterian Healthcare Foundation
Putumayo World Music
Que Bonita
Quickbean Systems, Inc.
R&B Distributing
R. Davis Companies
Recapturing Vehicles
Regency Hotel
Richardson & Richardson
Rio Chama
Robert L. Homer & Associates
Rock Gap Engineering
Rocky Mountain Gold & Silver
Romancing the Canvas
Roses Southwest Papers, Inc.
Rosewood Inn of the Anasazi
Rotary Club of ABQ Metro
Rotary Del Sol Foundation
Route 66 Dry Cleaners
Rubin Katz Law Firm
Salon B
Sandia BMW
Sandia Pet Ski
Santa Fe Air Center
Santa Fe Opera
Santa Fe Pro Musica
Scalo’s Northern Italian Grill
Sony Pictures Image Works
Sore No More
Sotheby’s International Realty
Studio 1020
Studio Southwest Architects
Summit Electric Supply
Summer & Dene Gallery
Sunbridge Horizons, LLC
Sunflower Marker
Susan G. Komen for the Cure
Ten Thousand Waves
The Two Gringas
The Floating World
The Frontier Restaurant
The Grove Cafe & Market
The Sports Clubs
Thompson, Hickey, Cunningham, Clow, April & Dolan, PA
Thornburg Investment Management
Three Dog Bakery
Trader Joe’s
TriBeCa
TriCore Reference Laboratories
Tumbleweeds Family Newspaper
United Healthcare
United Rentals
Universal Advisory Services, Inc.
University of New Mexico Valley Bank
Vicky’s Beauty Salon
Video Magic
Vintage Cowgirl
Voice & Verse
Walmart #5732
Walmart #5491
Walmart #850
Walmart Foundation
Walter Burke Catering, Inc.
Wells Fargo Bank of New Mexico
WESST
White & Luff Financial
Whole Brain Design
Whole Foods
Wild Rose
Willow
Woods Design Builders, Inc.
Worcester & McKay, PC
Xpc Fitness Center
Yanni’s Mediterranean Bar & Grill
Yates Petroleum Corporation
Zea Rotisserie Grill
Thank you

SPECIAL FRIENDS

Bernalillo County Commissioner Maggie Hart-Stebbins, Commissioners Johnson, Lujan-Grisham, De La Cruz & Wiener; County Manager Tom Zdunek, Deputy County Manager Julie Baca and all members of Bernalillo County staff for their support of the Hiland Theater.

Shirley MacLaine & members of the Santa Fe Sherriff, Police & Fire Departments for dancing in our show.

Dianne & Don Chalmers for providing our fabulous residency vehicle.

NM Department of Health for their support and guidance.

David Gershenson for your tireless fundraising & marketing efforts in Silver City.

UNM President Dr. David Schmidly, APS Superintendent Winston Brooks & CNM President Kathie Winograd for their support of NDI New Mexico, at all levels of learning.

Ronna Kalish & the NM Tech Performing Arts Series for expert coordination of our Socorro Residency.

All of our classroom teachers and In-School coordinators for helping our programs run smoothly throughout the school year.

The Lensic for opening your doors to our faculty and students.

Ann Simon & Pedro Garza for supporting our programs.

Sydney & Andrew Davis for providing our beautiful new mosaic which welcomes visitors to The Dance Barns.

Mayor Richard J. Berry & the employees of the City of Albuquerque for your support of our local programs.

Mayor David Coss & the City of Santa Fe for your support of our local programs.

Donna Jewell, Melinda Jordan & everyone at the UNM Department of Theater and Dance for so generously opening up your studios to us each year.

Suzanne Barker-Kalangis & Pat Ives for wisdom, helpful advice, and HR support.

Thanks to Jim Long, Heritage Hotels & Resorts & the Multi-Cultural Foundation for selecting NDI New Mexico as a beneficiary of the Montezuma Ball.

Thanks to Century Bank, Studio Southwest Architects & Albuquerque Community Foundation for hosting our meetings & workshops.

Thanks to public school districts throughout the State of New Mexico. Without you, we would not be able to serve 6,200 children each year!

Thanks to the members of the ABC Community Schools Partnership for their unanimous endorsement of NDI New Mexico & our plans for The Hiland Theater.

SFPS

Jacques D’Amboise for his time, choreography and wisdom

Celebrate the Beat

The Lensic

NMSA

ABT II & Wes Chapin

Linda Nonic and Merrill Brockway

ABQ, Santa Fe and Northern NM Fire & Police Dept. Just powers endorsement letter
Horseback Riding
Broken Saddle Riding Company
CERRILLOS, NEW MEXICO

Well trained & conditioned, smooth riding
Tennessee Walkers & Missouri Fox Trotters

Walk, Trot, Canter or Gallop
SMALL GROUPS • PRIVATE RIDES

For more information or to make an appointment call:
505.424.7774 • www.brokensaddle.com

We inspire, surprise & amaze!

Visit Our New Santa Fe Showroom
The Ultimate Appliance Destination!

Come explore our newly completed 6,000 sq. ft. appliance gallery, the most spectacular showroom in all of Northern New Mexico.

MONTGOMERY & ANDREWS LAW FIRM
is proud to support

NATIONAL DANCE INSTITUTE OF NEW MEXICO

Attorneys and Counselors at Law

325 Paseo de Peralta
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Telephone: (505) 982-3873

6301 Indian School Road, N.E. Suite 400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Telephone: (505) 884-4200

email: montand@montand.com
website: www.montand.com

Visit Our New Santa Fe Showroom
The Ultimate Appliance Destination!

Come explore our newly completed 6,000 sq. ft. appliance gallery, the most spectacular showroom in all of Northern New Mexico.

BUILDERS SOURCE APPLIANCE Gallery
Santa Fe Showroom
1608 Pacheco St. | Santa Fe, NM 87505
505.982.5563

www.builderssource.com
Mon-Fri 8:30am-5:30pm; Sat 10am-4pm

THE MOST INSPIRING SHOWROOMS IN THE SOUTHWEST
Think of the possibilities. What will you start?

Call 505-983-8360 or www.bbbs.org/northernNM to Start Something BIG in Santa Fe!
Del Norte Credit Union wants you to raise money-wise kids!

For kids 2-12 years old
.25% dividend increase on Share Savings or special youth Share Certificate
A passbook, membership card, and coin saver
An annual birthday card from Baxter the Bear
Access to educational activities and games on our Web site – Coming Soon!

For teens 13-17 years old
.25% dividend increase on Share Savings
Subscription to Brass (teen money magazine)
SCORE! workshop
Teen credit card

To sign up, simply visit one of our 6 branch locations and get your kids saving today!
One person, one family, one community at a time.

OptumHealth is committed to helping consumers and their families on the path to recovery and resiliency, to achieving the Behavioral Health Collaborative vision of system transformation and to establishing a strong partnership with our valued network of providers. Call anytime for confidential help.

OptumHealth New Mexico is a proud supporter of the National Dance Institute of New Mexico

Phone (866) 660-7185 TTY (800) 855-2881
Website www.optumhealthnewmexico.com

A full course load is not a full life.

Here’s to our students and their passions.

As Marissa, Laura and Gressia will tell you, Santa Fe Prep is strong academically. But they will also tell you, Prep is strong where it makes a real difference for a teen—helping them develop the discipline, determination, and confidence to pursue anything. Prep supports them all the way, no matter what direction they choose. For these three it means dancing at NDI. What will it mean for your child?

Visit us at www.sfprep.org

Congratulations NDI on teaching children excellence since 1994!
Anonymous
Ron Beauchamp and Cecilia Navarrete
The Bell Group
Julia B. Bowdich
Michelle Coons
Michael DeWitte
Jim and Stephanie DeBille
Greg and Barbara Ellena
First National Bank of Santa Fe
Katie Garcia
Mack and Ingrid Gerhams
Phillip and Janelle Johnson
Pam and Bob Jung
Jerry and Barbara Landgraf
Lockheed Martin/Sandia National Laboratories
Jim and Rebecca Long
Gerald Martin
Bruce McClure
Don and Connie McLeod
Roxanna Meyers and Stanley Mount
Kathy Mueller
New Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union
Catherine Oppenheimer and
Garrett Thornburg
OptumHealth
Steve Paternoster
Deborah Peacock
Dorothy and Larry Rainosek
David and Debbie Scely
Scott Sisson
Sharlene Stein
Lynn and Craig Trojahn
Walmart

Thank you for helping us reach for the stars!

VETERANS FOR PEACE

Joan Duffy Chapter
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Young people are making irrevocable decisions with lifelong impact based on false or misleading pretenses that end up costing lives. They are not getting the full story.

The Veterans for Peace full-disclosure program enables young people to make informed decisions about serving their country

(505) 715-6844
7 Avenida Vista Grande #117
Santa Fe, NM 87508
info@vfp-santafe.org www.vfp-santafe.org

LIFE
LIBERTY
& the pursuit of
PHOTOGRAPHY

SANTA FE photographic workshops

www.santafeworkshops.com
EDUCATIONAL PARTNERS: HP, NIKON, CALUMET
Image of workshop participant © Ryan Heffernan

SANTA FE
a fantastic place to Celebrate Life!

Life at Kingston includes:
- A dedicated staff that will take care of your everyday needs so you can have time to enjoy yourself.
- Enjoyable dining experiences with nutritious meals served restaurant-style by our friendly staff.
- Personal health and wellness services for your specific needs.
- A community that welcomes you, supports you and cares for you!

Kingston Residence of Santa Fe
2400 Legacy Court | Santa Fe, NM 87507
Independent Living » Assisted Living » Memory Care

505-471-2400 www.kingstonhealthcare.com
We Specialize in Beautiful Smiles

DR. STEPHEN KELLAM
ORTHODONTIST

539 Harkle Rd. Suite D
Santa Fe, NM 87505
505-982-5531

Thank you NDI-NM for “Spreading the Joy of Dance” to NM children who might otherwise never get this experience! It is a gift that can never be taken away and will last forever.

Jo's daughter, Jackie Oliver, ABQ Artistic Director performing with some of her students

Your Real Estate Transaction Done Your Way!

BUYING? SELLING? Jo Church and Melissa Cordero, Real Estate partners working twice as hard for you! With two full time, full service agents sharing the workload you get better, quicker service and never have to worry about having your Real Estate Broker out of town or unavailable.

6711 Academy Rd NE #B
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Final concert of the 2010–2011 Season!

**Lenny & Friends**

Saturday, April 30 at 6pm & Sunday, May 1 at 3pm

**St. Francis Auditorium**

Santa Fe Pro Musica Chamber Orchestra
Thomas O’Connor, conductor
Colin Jacobsen, violin
Michael Anderson, clarinet

**Bernstein** Sonata for Clarinet and Strings
Copland Appalachian Spring
Bernstein Serenade, after Plato’s “Symposium”

Meet the Music concert introduction
one hour before each performance

information: www.santafepromusica.com
tickets available through:
Santa Fe Pro Musica Box Office
505.988.4640 (x1000) | 800.960.6680
Tickets Santa Fe at the Lensic 505.988.1234

Always classical, always inspiring!

30th Anniversary
1982 – 2012

Santa Fe ProMusica
The Santa Fe Recovery Center is a CARF accredited program that provides evidence based services in the treatment of chemical dependency in residential and outpatient settings in both English and Spanish.

Most major insurances accepted.

4100 Lucia Lane   Santa Fe, NM 87507
PHONE: 505-471-4985    FAX: 505-471-6084
www.sfrecovery.org

Community involvement changes the world—

**one commitment at a time.**

Fidelity Investments® is proud to support community and civic initiatives that make Albuquerque an even better place to live.

Call 800.FIDELITY, visit Fidelity.com, or stop by a Fidelity® Investor Center near you.
Thanks for inspiring us, NDI New Mexico!

Deborah & Richard Hoffman
Corrales, New Mexico

Richard’s
MEXICAN RESTAURANT Since 1989

The Original Mexican Health Food Restaurant
FRESHLY MADE MEXICAN SPECIALTIES
AWARD-WINNING CARNE ADOVADA & FIDEO
VEGETARIAN FRIENDLY • BEER & WINE

3301 Menaul (West of Carlisle) in American Square
881-1039 • Mon-Sat 8am-3:30pm
NEW MEXICO DANCEWEAR

"WHERE YOU ARE THE STAR!"

DANCEWEAR/SHOES
SPORTSWEAR
POINTE SHOE FITTINGS
TEAM ORDERS
BULK DISCOUNTS

8208 MENAUL NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 292-2747
WWW.NMDANCEWEAR.COM
NMDW@QWESTOFFICE.NET

SERVICE * PRICE
QUALITY

CUPCAKE CLOTHING

*We ♥ Santa Fe *Kids!

328 Montezuma Avenue Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Monday - Saturday 10 - 6, Sunday 12 - 5
505.988.4744 www.cupcakeclothing.net

ARLO NAMINGHA

HARMONY #4 INDIANA WINDSOR 11" X 3 1/2" X 3" © 2011 ARLO NAMINGHA

Jinja
bar & bistro

Dance your way in...

Welcome to Jinja Bar and Bistro,
Casual Dining with a Touch of the Tropics!
We Look Forward to Seeing You and Becoming
Your Favorite Neighborhood Restaurant.

Santa Fe        ABQ NE Heights       ABQ Westside
505.982.4321   505.856.1413   505.792.8776
DANCE LIKE NO ONE IS WATCHING

Le PARIS
French Bakery
A great place for lunch!
1439-1441 Eubank Blvd NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112
(505) 299-4141

Cartwrights Plumbing

Congratulations NDI-NM
Everyone benefits from strong communities.

homewise
your partner in homeownership.
1301 Siler Rd. Bldg. D
www.homewise.org
983-WISE (9473)
New Family Practice on Santa Fe’s Northside!

DeVargas Health Center
Providing Comprehensive Services for All Ages
510 N. Guadalupe Street, Ste. C * Santa Fe, NM 87501
(North of DeVargas Mall between Jinga and Del Norte Credit Union)

Call now to book an appointment.

Phone: (505) 913-4660   Fax: (505) 913-4661
Practice Hours: Monday- Friday
8:00am to 5:00pm

Partners for a better quality of life.

As one of the largest healthcare companies in the world, Cardinal Health is an essential link in the supply chain providing pharmaceuticals and medical products to more than 40,000 locations each day. We are focused on making healthcare more cost-effective so our customers can focus on their patients. Cardinal Health is proud to support the communities where our employees live and work.

cardinalhealth.com/community

Thank you Dance-A-Thon Sponsors!

© 2011 Cardinal Health. All rights reserved. CARDINAL HEALTH, the Cardinal Health LOGO, and Essential to care are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cardinal Health. All other marks are the property of their respective owners. Lit. No. SCRE465 (04/2011)
**BUSINESS LISTINGS**

To purchase a listing, contact NDI New Mexico at (505) 983-7646 x 135.

**Aqua Santa**
451 West Alameda
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 982-6297
aquasanta@qwest.net

**Alpine Sports**
121 Sandoval Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 983-5155
alpinesports-santafe.com

**AV Systems, Inc.**
551 Cordova Road, Suite 303
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 982-6300
avsystems.com

**Big Jo True Value Hardware, Inc.**
1311 Siler Road
Santa Fe, NM 87507
(505) 473-2255
bigjotruevalue.com

**Bodhi Bazaar**
500 Montezuma Avenue #117
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 982-3880
bodhibazaar@aol.com

**Marcie Brooks Counseling**
1502 St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 989-7754
mjbfandango@earthlink.net

**Eldorado Physical Therapy**
3 Caliente Road, #3A
Santa Fe, NM 87508
(505) 466-2500
eldoradophysicaltherapy.com

**The Golden Eye**
115 Don Gaspar
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 984-0040
paula@goldeneyesantafe.com

**Guy’s Painting Company, Inc.**
33 Bisbee Court Unit E
Santa Fe, NM 87508
(505) 473-0093
guyspaintingco.com
Interior & Exterior Painting

**Hanger Orthopedic Group**
435 St. Michaels Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 988-5526
mboczkieviczehanger.com

**Harry’s Roadhouse**
96B Old Las Vegas Highway
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 989-4629
harrysroadhouse@gmail.com

**The Jemez Agency**
3 Caliente Road #7
Santa Fe, NM 87508
(505) 466-1396
Fax (505) 466-1688

**Jones, Snead, Wertheim & Wentworth, P.A.**
1800 Old Pecos Trail
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 982-0011
thejonesfirm.com

**Leon Miller, M.D., Inc.**
839 Paseo de Peralta Suite C
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 982-3111
stormymiller@msn.com

**Medicap Pharmacy**
7 Avenida Vista Grande, B-8
Santa Fe, NM 87508
(505) 466-8008
medicap153@aol.com

**Michael’s Valet**
1896 Lorca Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 995-8689
artvangosantafe.com/valet

**Ortega Insurance Services**
2019 Galisteo Street, Suite C-2
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 982-2526
Fax (505) 984-9977

**Clarice K. Pick, D.D.S., P.C.**
125-A Siringo Road
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 982-0094
pickdd@aol.com

**ReSource Office Products, Inc.**
2424 Candelaria Rd NE
Albuquerque, NM 87107
(505) 314-1591
webordernow.com

**R&R Heating & Air Conditioning, LLC**
(505) 299-6466

**Spirit of the Earth**
108 Don Gaspar
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 984-0193
info@spiritoftheearth.com

**Wear Abouts**
70 West Marcy Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 982-1399
wearaboutssantafe.com

**Wheel Align It**
1300 2nd Street NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 247-2531